Integral diffraction efficiency model for multilayer diffractive optical elements with wide angles of incidence in case of polychromatic light.
Oblique incidence is the normal working mode for diffractive optical elements (DOEs). The diffraction efficiency is very sensitive to the angle of incidence for multilayer diffractive optical elements (MLDOEs). Therefore, the design and diffraction efficiency analysis of MLDOEs with wide angles of incidence is of universal significance and practice. We propose an integral diffraction efficiency model for MLDOEs with wide angles of incidence in case of polychromatic light and then describe this corresponding optimal design in detail. It is shown that high diffraction efficiency can be realized by the surface micro-structure heights optimization, ensuring high modulation transfer function (MTF) for MLDOEs with wide angles of incidence in hybrid optical systems. On this basis, we present the optimal design process and simulation of an MLDOE working in visible waveband with optical plastic materials combination PMMA and POLYCARB as the two-layer substrates. The result shows that with this optimal design, we can achieve the maximum diffraction efficiency and minimum micro-structure heights, which makes the MLDOE design exactly over the entire waveband and wide angles of incidence especially for zoom hybrid optical system.